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1 Rationale and aim 
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https://data.jrc.ec.europa.eu/dataset/6b2a1a59-5f8a-4bd4-9570-da967f45fd2b
https://code.europa.eu/jrc-forest/defid2r
mailto:JRC-DEFID2@ec.europa.eu
https://forest.jrc.ec.europa.eu/en/
https://ec.europa.eu/environment/forests/eu_comm_2019.htm
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52021DC0572
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2 Protocol for data contribution 
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mailto:JRC-DEFID2@ec.europa.eu
http://foresthealth.fs.usda.gov/
https://www.fs.usda.gov/foresthealth/technology/pdfs/standards_1099.pdf
https://www.fs.usda.gov/foresthealth/technology/pdfs/standards_1099.pdf
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Set Field name Short 
field name 

Description Field 
Type 

Values and formats 

1 country COUNTRY Country of damage Text Country name 
1 data_provider PROVIDER Data provider(s) responsible for 

the data 
Text Name1 Surname1, Name2 Surname2, … 

1 email  EMAIL Contact email(s) Text email1, email2, … 
1 affiliation AFFILIAT Affil iation(s) of data provider(s) Text Name and address of university, research institute, or agency 
1 source SOURCE Original source of the data Text e.g. website of the institution, paper published, geoportal, etc. 
2 survey_start_date SURVEYSTA Start date of damage survey1 Date YYYY-MM-DD 
2 survey_end_date SURVEYEND End date of damage survey1 Date YYYY-MM-DD 
2 survey_method METHOD  Data acquisition method Text <Null> = No Data 

Aerial photointerpretation 
Satellite photointerpretation 
Remote sensing classification 
Field surveys 

2 agents AGENTS List of disturbance agents Text  Scientific names separated by commas (e.g.: Ips typographus, 
Thaumetopoea pityocampa) 

2 hosts HOSTS List of affected hosts Text Scientific names separated by commas (e.g.: Picea abies, Pinus 
halepensis) 

2 symptoms SYMPTOMS Comma-separated list of 
symptoms 

Text Discolouration, Defoliation, Dieback, Mortality 

2 severity_discoloration SEV_DIS Discoloration severity Integer <Null> = No Data 
1 = Low (≤ 50% discoloration) 
2 = High (> 50% discoloration) 

2 severity_defoliation SEV_DEF Defoliation severity Integer <Null> = No Data 
1 = Low (≤ 50% defoliation) 
2 = High (> 50% defoliation) 

2 severity_dieback SEV_DIE Dieback severity Integer <Null> = No Data 
1 = Low (≤ 50% dieback) 
2 = High (> 50% dieback) 

2 severity_mortality SEV_MOR Mortality severity Integer <Null> = No Data 
1 = Marginally affected (killed trees ≤ 20%)  
2 = Moderately affected (20% < killed trees ≤ 40%)  
3 = Substantially affected (40% < killed trees ≤ 60%) 
4 = Highly affected (60% < killed trees ≤ 80%) 
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5 = Totally affected (80% < killed trees ≤ 100%) 
3 trigger_primary TRIGGER1TY Primary trigger of damage Text <Null> = No Data 

Drought  
Heatwave  
Wind/Storm  
Fire  
Snow/Ice 
Pest/Disease 

3 trigger_secondary TRIGGER2TY Secondary trigger of damage Text <Null> = No Data 
Drought  
Heatwave  
Wind/Storm  
Fire  
Snow/Ice 
Pest/Disease 

3 trigger_prim_date_start TRIGG1STA Start date of primary trigger of 
damage1 

Date <Null> = No Data 
YYYY-MM-DD 

3 trigger_prim_date_end TRIGG1END End date of primary trigger of 
damage1 

Date <Null> = No Data 
YYYY-MM-DD 

3 trigger_secon_date_start TRIGG2STA Start date of secondary trigger of 
damage1 

Date <Null> = No Data 
YYYY-MM-DD 

3 trigger_secon_date_end TRIGG2END End date of secondary trigger of 
damage1 

Date <Null> = No Data 
YYYY-MM-DD 

3 silvicultural_system FM_SILVITY Type of silvicultural system of the 
damaged forest stand 

Text <Null> = No Data 
Clear cut 
Shelterwood 
Selective logging 
None 

3 sanitary_intervention FM_SANITY Type of sanitary intervention Text <Null> = No Data 
Clear cut  
Selective logging 
None 

3 sanitary_interv_ 
date_start 

FM_SAN_ST Start date of sanitary 
intervention1 

Date <Null> = No Data 
YYYY-MM-DD 

3 sanitary_interv_ 
date_ end 

FM_SAN_EN End date of sanitary 
intervention1 

Date <Null> = No Data 
YYYY-MM-DD 

4 pattern_defoliation PATTERN_DE Pattern of defoliation damage Text <Null> = No Data 
High-contiguous = Host species accounts for > 50% of the stand and 
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the damage is contiguous 
High-patchy = Host species accounts for > 50% of the stand and the 

damage is patchy 
Low-contiguous = Host species accounts for ≤ 50% of the stand and 

the damage is contiguous  
Low-patchy = Host species accounts for ≤ 50% of the stand and the 

damage is patchy 
4 pattern_discoloration PATTERN_DI Pattern of discoloration damage Text <Null> = No Data 

High-contiguous = Host species accounts for > 50% of the stand and 
the damage is contiguous 

High-patchy = Host species accounts for > 50% of the stand and the 
damage is patchy 

Low-contiguous = Host species accounts for ≤ 50% of the stand and 
the damage is contiguous  

Low-patchy = Host species accounts for ≤ 50% of the stand and the 
damage is patchy 

4 pattern_mortality PATTERN_M
O 

Pattern of mortality damage Text <Null> = No Data 
High-contiguous = Host species accounts for > 50% of the stand and 

the damage is contiguous 
High-patchy = Host species accounts for > 50% of the stand and the 

damage is patchy 
Low-contiguous = Host species accounts for ≤ 50% of the stand and 

the damage is contiguous  
Low-patchy = Host species accounts for ≤ 50% of the stand and the 

damage is patchy 
4 pattern_dieback PATTERN_DB Pattern of dieback damage Text <Null> = No Data 

High-contiguous = Host species accounts for > 50% of the stand and 
the damage is contiguous 

High-patchy = Host species accounts for > 50% of the stand and the 
damage is patchy 

Low-contiguous = Host species accounts for ≤ 50% of the stand and 
the damage is contiguous  

Low-patchy = Host species accounts for ≤ 50% of the stand and the 
damage is patchy 

 
1 = If the precise date is known, the start date should equal the end date. If the date is unknown during a month, season, or year, the start date should be the first day of 
that month/season/year, and the end date should be the last day of that month/season/year.
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